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Sharon visiting Unipres in Washington to help celebrate the
launch of “National Apprenticeships Week”, 2016.

The Budget
For the eighth time in six years, the Chancellor presented
a Budget that fails to balance the books, fails to grow our
economy and fails to improve the lives of hardworking
people across the country, especially here in the North
East. Osborne began his Budget announcement by
admitting that he had failed to reach his own target of
balancing the books by 2015. Yet, instead of recognising
his own failures at handling the economy, Osborne
continued to blame the state of the world economy rather
than his own economic mismanagement.
Throughout the Budget the Chancellor repeatedly
emphasised “the next generation” and the “Northern
Powerhouse”. This empty rhetoric fails to recognise that what
the Chancellor has done in previous Budgets, and continued
in this one, is the creation of an economy built upon fragile
foundations, where growth and business investment will be
revised down year on year of this Parliament.
With these weak economic conditions come the

additions of a teacher shortage crisis, a school
places system in disarray, home ownership
falling fast and a whole generation of young
people set to never own their own home. It is
clear that the Conservative Government is not
about the next generation at all.
The Government’s misnomer of a
“Northern Powerhouse” is an extremely
condescending one, especially to those here in
the North East. Yet again, London gets the
lion’s share of investment funding with the goahead for Crossrail 2, whilst the “Northern
Powerhouse” will host High Speed 3 as far as
Leeds – hardly the North when you live in the
North East. The North East is being
overlooked by this Government and will miss
out on “Northern Powerhouse” investment and
again Osborne has failed to end his years of
underinvestment in the essentials to drive our
modern economy.
In the days after the Budget what we saw was Osborne’s
plans to cut personal independence payments (PIP) unravel
and a u-turn which has now left a £4.4 billion black hole in the
Chancellor’s finances, which he hopes will be rectified come
his Autumn Statement later in the year. This was then
followed by the shock resignation of the then Work and
Pensions Secretary, Iain Duncan Smith, who strongly criticised
the Government for their failure to support the most vulnerable
in society whilst continuing to give tax breaks to the richest
and most wealthy in our society making it impossible for him
to support the notion “we are all in this together”, along with
the fact that he believes the Tories drive their policies due to
the fact that poorer people do not vote for them.
Instead of this Budget being about the internal turmoil of
the Conservatives and them ripping themselves apart over the
EU Referendum, this Budget should have been about creating
a 21st-century economy which allows high-tech industries to
flourish with a highly-skilled workforce earning in a high-wage
economy. Yet, the Chancellor has continued down his path of
failure and ignored the many important issues which would
ensure regions like ours can deliver the employment and
investment we desperately need to prosper.

Some highlights
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IN PARLIAMENT
Celebrating International Women’s Day – 8th March

Honeypot campaign
With at least 40,000 young carers aged eight or under in the UK
looking after a parent, grandparent or sibling, I was honoured to host
and speak at a reception as the Shadow Minister for Children for
Honeypot Children’s Charity about the struggles young carers in the
UK face on a daily basis. With the serious health implications of
being a young carer, it is important that these children are supported
and I welcome the work of Honeypot, who offer both respite breaks
and outreach support to young carers and vulnerable children, many
of whom would otherwise have nowhere else to turn.
IN THE CONSTITUENCY
Judging Willow Fields’ Got Talent, 2016

As part of the International Women’s Day 2016 events here
in Parliament, I was delighted to invite Katie Grant, a sixthform student from St Robert of Newminster School to
Parliament to take part in the day’s celebrations. Katie was
lucky enough to be selected to be one of 9 young women,
out of 75, to take over the Women and Equalities Select
Committee. They all also got to visit 10 Downing Street
and watch the International Women’s Day debate in the
House of Commons. I hope that everyone who
participated in the day, especially Katie, enjoyed their visit
and were all inspired to get more involved in politics.
Budget debate speech

It was a pleasure to be invited to Willow Fields Primary School,
along with our Mayor Cllr Barry Curran, to judge the “Got Talent”
competition. The winner was an incredibly-talented dancer, from
year 3. There were some amazing entries and every child who
performed should be proud of themselves for having the confidence
to get up on stage for us all. I hope we see some of them on
“Britain’s Got Talent” in the years to come.
Q&A with students about politics and democracy
As a local Member of Parliament, I am always keen to go into
schools to talk to young people about my role as their local
representative. That’s why I was delighted to visit Year-10 pupils
at Washington School to discuss the UK Political System, and
what I do as their local MP, as part of their PSHE class. I was very
impressed by the knowledge and interest shown by the pupils on
the day and I hope it inspired them to get involved in politics.

Following the Chancellor’s Budget announcement I raised
concerns about the complete and forced academisation of
schools in England and the impact this could have on
children with special educational needs and disabilities
(SEND), along with the failure of the Chancellor to
significantly recognise the North East in his Budget which
was driven by his desire to push further on his pet project,
the “Northern Powerhouse”.

Nexus meeting
I recently met with Tobyn Hughes from Nexus to discuss future plans
for the Metro, rail and bus services across Tyne and Wear. Tobyn
updated me on the discussions Nexus have had with the
Department for Transport about the Metro and the now-urgent need
for a new fleet of rolling stock to replace the current 36-year-old
carriages. We also discussed my long-held ambition and campaign
to extend the Metro to Washington, the new rolling stock is
fundamental to that ever becoming a reality, so that is my priority to
help push for at the moment.
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